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How Tri-State Promotes BE

Creating the brand
• Approved by a committee of
our member systems
• Trademarked for protected
communications
• The name “Electrify and Save”
delivers the concept of Beneficial
Electrification more simply
• “Save” is versatile enough to apply
to the different BE goals
of each member
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Each member has
a unique set
of needs on the
path towards
Beneficial
Electrification.
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Print collateral
1-SHEETERS ON BE TOPICS
+BENEFICIAL ELECTRIFICATION

+BENEFICIAL ELECTRIFICATION

Natural gas and propane furnaces generate heat by
burning a mixture of fossil-fuel and air. Heat pumps don’t
use combustible fuel to create heat rather, they transfer
the heat from surrounding air and eliminate potential
exposure to dangerous combustion byproducts such as
carbon monoxide.

Electric vehicles do not require gasoline and can
be charged at home with a standard 120V outlet or
a 240V level 2 charger can be installed for faster,
more efficient charging.

+ EV PERFORMANCE BENEFITS

ELECTRIC SOURCE

ELECTRIC DEMAND

EV CHARGING RATE

120 Volts AC

1.4-1.9 kW

5-7 miles added per hour of charge

Level 2

240 Volts AC

3.6-19.2 kW

10-60 miles added per hour of charge
80% capacity can take 30 minutes

Be sure to consult with your local cooperative or public power district before purchasing a high-amperage charging
system, as some high-power systems may require significant electrical upgrades to your home.

AVERAGE RESIDENTIAL HEATING COSTS BY FIXTURE AND CITY*
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$300

Source: Efficiency Maine. “Compare Water Heating Costs.“
www.efficiencymaine.com/at-home/water-heating-cost-comparison/?
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+BENEFICIAL ELECTRIFICATION

At Tri-State, we’re doing our part so that electricity benefits you.
By 2030, 70% of the electricity our members consume will come from
low-cost renewable energy, and you can take advantage by switching
from fuel-powered technologies in your home. Switching to electricity
can save you money with these home electrification ideas.

LEARN MORE AT WWW.TRISTATE.COOP/BE
Tri-State is a not-for-profit power supplier to cooperatives and public
power districts in Colorado, Nebraska, New Mexico and Wyoming.

SAVING MONEY THROUGH EFFICIENCY

UPGRADE TO
ELECTRICITY AND
SAVE IN YOUR HOME

YOUR HOME,
ELECTRIFIED
HEATING & COOLING WITH HEAT PUMPS
According to the U.S. Department of Energy, when paired with
proper insulation, an electric heat pump can save over 30 percent on
your heating and cooling bills compared to conventional HVAC systems.
Here are some advantages of a heat pump:
• One system to heat your home (even in sub-zero temperatures) and
cool during warmer months
• Eliminate potential carbon monoxide exposure
from combustion byproducts
• Costs substantially less to heat your home than propane or

UPGRADE TO
ELECTRICITY
AND SAVE

POWER UP YOUR GARDENING TOOLS

Make the switch to cleaner electricity
with more efficient household appliances
and systems. From heat pumps to electric
vehicles, these proven technologies can
run your home cleanly, efficiently and
cost-effectively.

Electric garden tools can last longer and are emissions-free,
meaning you’ll smell the scents of summer, not the smell of
exhaust. Plus, with modern technology, they are just as effective
as gas-powered alternatives. Just charge the battery and go!

To learn more about rebates and incentives for
electrification programs, contact your local co-op
or public power district.

electric baseboard heat

• Low maintenance – no oil changes or need to treat fuel,
change spark plugs or filters.
• No need to purchase and store gasoline
• Electric models are lightweight and easy to handle

SAVE WITH AN ELECTRIC VEHICLE (EV)

$500

HPWHs are available in multiple sizes to fit any household
size (including commercial applications) and have fast
recovery to keep hot water flowing. HPWHs use electricity
to move heat from one place to another rather than
generating their own heat like a traditional electric water
heater, which can make them 2-3x more efficient when
properly installed.* Installation requires both plumbing and
electrical work, so use a licensed contractor.
Your local electric cooperative or public power district may
provide rebates for this energy efficient option. Contact your
electric power provider for more details!
*Source: Consumer Affairs, “Are heat pump water heaters worth the cost?”,
www.consumeraffairs.com/homeowners/heat-pump-water-heater-value.html

CHEYENNE, WY

NON-VARIABLE
SPEED HEAT PUMP
NON-VARIABLE
SPEED HEAT PUMP
VARIABLE SPEED
HEAT PUMP

$20K

(Secondar y)

*Source: Idaho National Laboratory, “Plugged In: How Americans Charge Their Electric Vehicles”,
http://avt.inl.gov/pdf/arra/SummaryReport.pdf

$400

*Based on an average 64 gallons of hot water a day and heating prices of
$2 per gallon of propane or $0.12 per kWh of electricity.

$5K

15%

$444

$15K

$10K

Charge where you park!
Most EV charging occurs
at home and at work.

$507

PROPANE (STORAGE)

VARIABLE SPEED
HEAT PUMP

$30K

(Primar y)

$137

ELECTRIC RESISTANCE (STORAGE)
$25K

Water heating makes up about 18 percent of U.S.
residential energy use. HPWHs can use up to 63 percent
less energy than traditional electric water heaters when
installed correctly.*

*Source: Pacific Northwest National Labratory, “Hot showers, lower power bills with heat pump
water heaters”, www.pnnl.gov/news/release.aspx?id=4173

IS A HEAT PUMP WATER
HEATER RIGHT FOR YOU?

ANNUAL WATER HEATING COST FOR FAMILY
OF FOUR BY WATER HEATER*

*Based on a 1,500 square foot home with 2009 IECC insulation levels. $0.12 per kwh and
$2.00 per gallon of propane Energy use updated for each location with same variables.

New variable speed or cold climate heat pumps not only
keep you more comfortable, but also maximizes your
savings during heating and cooling season. Whether
you are looking to replace your current heat pump,
baseboard electric heat or propane furnace, modern
variable speed heat pumps pay for themselves.
Your local electric cooperative or public power district
may provide rebates for this energy efficient option.
Contact your electric power provider for more details!

80%

+ A HPWH COSTS LESS TO OPERATE THAN
PROPANE WATER HEATERS

Do you need to replace your hot water heater
or looking to reduce your utility bill? Consider
choosing a Heat Pump Hot Water Heater!

*Source: Source Name, “Article Name”, http://link.com

ECONOMICAL HEATING

TYPE
Level 1

WHERE TO CHARGE

HPWHs are all-electric and combustion-free, removing
a source of carbon monoxide and potential gas leaks in
your home. Also, the unit doesn’t generate heat and
isn’t hot to the touch.

A heat pump can transfer 300% more energy than it
consumes, compared to a high-efficiency gas furnace’s
95% rating. Because of this, electric heat pumps can
also save substantially on fuel consumption. A 2018 EPRI
(Electric Power Research Institute) study found that using
a heat pump could save hundreds of dollars per year
compared to propane at $1.65 a gallon.*

Looking to comfortably heat and cool
your home while being more efficient,
environmentally friendly, and still save money?
Consider a high efficiency heat pump!

EV range is typically around 80 to over 330 miles on
a full charge. The average American’s daily roundtrip commute is less than 30 miles. Fully recharging
the battery pack can take four to eight hours. A “fast
charge” to 80% capacity can take 30 min.*

50-400 kW

*Source: , “Article”, www.link

+ A SAFE ALTERNATIVE FOR YOUR HOME

+ SAVES MONEY COMPARED TO ELECTRIC
BASEBOARD HEAT OR PROPANE FURNACES

Electric motors provide quiet, smooth operation,
stronger acceleration and require less maintenance
than gasoline-powered internal combustion engines.

+ EV DRIVING RANGE & RECHARGE TIME

480 Volt AC, 3-phase

A well-maintained HPWH can last 10-15 years. HPWHs
pull heat from the surrounding air and transfer it to
your tank – saving you up to 50% on water heating costs
compared to a standard electric water heater.

+ IMPROVES YOUR HOME’S AIR QUALITY

+ NEVER GO TO THE GAS STATION AGAIN

DCFC

+ LONG LIFE AND ENERGY SAVINGS*

Modern cold climate heat pumps can heat homes
efficiently in sub-zero temperatures, even as low as -25F.

EVs have no tailpipe emissions. The power plant
producing your electricity may produce emissions,
but electricity from hydro, solar, nuclear or windpowered plants is generally emission-free.

EV CHARGING

HEAT PUMP WATER HEATERS (HPWH)

+ HEATS EVEN IN SUB-ZERO TEMPERATURES

+ EVS ARE ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY

Charging your electric vehicle
requires plugging into a charger
connected to the electric grid.
There are three major categories
of chargers, based on the amount
of power the charger can provide:
Level 1, Level 2 or Direct Current
Fast-Charge (DCFC).

+BENEFICIAL ELECTRIFICATION

HIGH EFFICIENCY HEAT PUMPS

ELECTRIC VEHICLE QUICK FACTS

+BENEFICIAL ELECTRIFICATION

• Members can lean on the G&T
for data specific to their
service territory
• All materials are customizable
• Program can be used as-is or
tailored to existing programs
• Designed to be easy and economical
to print at the co-op
• Members can submit ideas for new
1-sheeters

VISIT US AT
www.tristate.coop/BE

Sales of light-duty electric vehicles rose by 43% in 2020. On
average, EVs have a lower cost of operation over their lifespan,
and buyers are taking notice.
• Less maintenance
• Increased savings compared to gasoline
• Fun to drive because of torque

REBATES FOR YOUR HOME
Contact your local electric co-op or public power district
to find out more on available rebates and incentives

Tri-State is a not-for-profit power supplier to cooperatives and public power districts in Colorado, Nebraska, New Mexico and Wyoming.
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Photography
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How Tri-State Promotes BE

Digital and social media collateral
• Sharable blog and social media content
• Sharable industry-related resource articles
• Sharable BE resource articles
• Co-branded technology explainer videos
• Questline infographics
• Brandfolder DAM assets
With the data from Electrify and Save brand
awareness social posts, we can retarget
localized direct retail/rebate ads.

FACEBOOK

INSTAGRAM

YOUTUBE

BLOG

RESOURCE
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How Tri-State Promotes BE
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Electrify and Save event materials
• EV Displays
• Custom EV car wraps
• BE Electric tool displays
• Brochures, banner ups, videos,
custom event swag
• Custom social and print ads to
promote events

INSTAGRAM

E-BIKE

OUTDOOR TOOL SETUP
BE TOOL DISPLAY

EV DISPLAY

How Tri-State Promotes BE

Member program and event support
MOUNTAIN PARKS ELECTRIFY EVERYTHING PROGRAM
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How Tri-State Promotes BE

Education programs
• EV Ride & Drive
• Qualified Installer Contractor
Webinars
• Heat Pump Webinars
• BE Conferences
• Digital Media
Working Group
• BE Subcommittee
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How Tri-State Promotes BE

When we share, we win. Our
members are already making steps
towards Beneficial Electrification,
so we gave them a microphone.
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How Tri-State Promotes BE

Promoting member stories
Upcoming Stories:

FREEWIRE CHARGER

E-BIKE REBATE

• Mobile Home Heat Pump Water
Heater Pilot Project
DURANGO, CO

• Irrigation Time of Use Rates
BRIDGEPORT, NE

• Energy Efficiency:
Potato Processing
SIDNEY, NE

• Electric Tractor
DURANGO, CO

• Energy Efficiency:
Farm to Table Ranching
DURANGO, CO

NE EV PROMOTION

LED LIGHTING REBATE

SKI RESORT CHARGING STATIONS
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Members get photo and video
assets while strengthening
community relationships

How Tri-State Promotes BE

We work with Beneficial Electrification
experts to create opportunities our
members can take advantage of.
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How Tri-State Promotes BE

Our collaborators
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How Tri-State Promotes BE

What does the future of Beneficial
Electrification at Tri-State look like?
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How Tri-State Promotes BE
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Energy Services

Brand Awareness

G&T Partnerships

• Expanded energy services
launch in 2023

• Promoting BE programs in
a way that resonates with
Western and rural members

• Spreading awareness
of commercial-scale
BE efforts

• Voicing the benefits of the
cooperative difference

• Creating shared high-quality,
industry-relevant assets to
save on production

• Inflation Reduction Act
opportunities

• Touchstone Energy offerings

